Lightning

War has been declaredâ€¦on comedy. After decades of being under federal surveillance, mob
boss Victor Grant finally figured out a way to beat them at their own game and hold a mob
meeting in private. He arranges a Caribbean cruise, where, in international waters he and his
mob cohorts can meet in peace and quiet and plan and scheme. Back home all goes well
until, under the watchful eye of Grantâ€™s British housekeeper, his young son is kidnapped.
Elizabeth, the housekeeper, in a panic calls Jack Pellegrino, Grantâ€™s nephew for help with
paying the one million dollar ransom. Thus sets in motion a chain lightning string of comical
events when the feds believe Pellegrino is preparing for a mob related war. While Pellegrino
scampers to raise the one million, the feds and police put the city in lockdown and prepare for
a bloodbath. And the British housekeeper, she makes tea.
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Lightning is an electrical discharge caused by imbalances between storm clouds and the
ground, or within the clouds themselves. Most lightning occurs within the clouds. Sheet
lightning describes a distant bolt that lights up an entire cloud base. Other visible bolts may
appear as bead, ribbon, or rocket lightning. Lightning is a beautiful but deadly natural
phenomenon. Learn about every aspect of lightning, from electrical storms and lightning
strikes to lightning rods and. Lightning, the visible discharge of electricity that occurs when a
region of a cloud acquires an excess electrical charge, either positive or negative, that is.
Lightning is a giant spark of electricity in the atmosphere between clouds, the air, or the
ground. In the early stages of development, air acts as an insulator between the positive and
negative charges in the cloud and between the cloud and the ground.
All thunderstorms produce lightning and are very dangerous. If you hear the sound of thunder,
then you are in danger from lightning. Lightning kills and injures.
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